I. Procedure

The Rabel Journal publishes original book reviews only, usually written at the Journal’s request.

Reviews are published in German, English or French, provided that they have not simultaneously been offered for publication elsewhere.

To facilitate a swift editorial process, authors of book reviews are kindly requested to comply with the following guidelines. The editorial office reserves the right to revise manuscripts accordingly.

A review copy of the book will be sent to the author by the Rabel Journal editorial office. The review should take place within six months after receipt of the book. In general, if the review has not been written, the book must be returned. There is no remuneration for book reviews.

A document template for book reviews does not exist. Please submit manuscripts as Word documents to: rabelsz@mpipriv.de

II. Text design

Reviews should generally comprise 3–4 printed pages, with each containing approx. 3,500 characters including spaces and footnotes.

Grammar and spelling should be based on a current edition of a standard English dictionary.

The bibliographical details of the book under review are to be placed at the beginning, with the name and place of the reviewer at the end of the text.

Reviews can be structured as follows: I. and 1., and so on; or only 1., 2., and so on. Headings are not to be used.

The formatting should be plain (i.e. no bold print or spaced letters, no underlining, no indented paragraphs). Text markups are produced by the editorial office.

Highlighting for the purposes of accentuation must be in italics. Foreign terms or phrases (i.e. those deviating from the manuscript language) should also be in italics. However, please do not italicize quotations or proper names as such.

References to pages and chapters, etc., of the reviewed book should be placed in the text of the review and in brackets; references to other sources should be placed in footnotes (which should be used sparingly).

Footnotes are automatically counted and they should be indicated by a superscript number after the punctuation mark.

II. Citation format in footnotes

The Rabel Journal is characterized by an international multi-lingual audience, requiring – in view of diverse national academic and legal styles and traditions – maximum readability and accuracy, not least when citing sources. Since there are no uniform international standards, this journal adopts the following citation scheme:

Initial citation. – For every source mentioned for the first time, the full names of all authors and editors must be provided. Only authors’ names should be italicized. The main title of each source must be fully reproduced. All names and titles in non-Latin characters should be provided in the original; in such cases and also for all non-Western languages, English translations must be appended parenthetically. The place of publication is generally requested for pre-1900 books and may also be indicated in other instances to avoid doubts.

When citing literature of any sort, editorships or outline elements (such as text marginal numbers or paragraphs) must be given in the manuscript’s language. Editions are indicated by superscript numbers. The initial citation of contributions in collective volumes and journals must specify the full titles and page ranges. Indefinite pinpoint numbering (“ff.”) is to be avoided. For journals, please use their standard abbreviations and follow their own recommended citation scheme. Archive journals and yearbooks require a volume number.

References with regard to the source, designation, and citation of statutes, legislative materials and court decisions should follow the practice in the country of origin. Common abbreviations of such sources are to be used in their original form. Concerning continental courts, the dates of the decisions must always be indicated.

Internet addresses are to be provided if the underlying source is or was available exclusively online; please indicate the retrieval dates. In other cases, references to printed material are preferred.

Subsequent citation. – All subsequent citations take an abbreviated form, usually accompanied by a cross-reference to the footnote of the initial citation:

As to monographs and contributions in collective volumes and journals, the author’s surname is repeated, along with one or more keywords contained in the title and followed by a reference to the footnote with the initial (full) citation and to the specific passage(s) now being referred to.

Regarding commentaries, encyclopaedias, handbooks etc., their common designation should be used instead of title keywords and placed before the author’s name. If reference is made to a different contribution in or a different edition of a work already cited, this is to be regarded as an initial citation to which reference has to be made in subsequent citations.

In subsequent citations, court decisions are also repeated in abbreviated form directing the reader to the footnote of initial citation.

With statutes and other norms, such cross-reference to the place of first citation is not necessary.

(please see next page for examples)
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